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Introduction
Like never before there is a need for
businesses to communicate, motivate
and interact with their audiences…all
within a new virtual landscape. There
are still excellent ways to clearly
convey your messaging, celebrate and
reward your delegates in this new
technical environment and KDM have
many options to help you do just this!
We know you still need Meetings,
Seminars, Workshops, Conferences,
Awards Ceremonies, Fund Raising
Events….and we have a range of
solutions available dependant on your
budget, style of event, content and
speaker’s locations.
From completely equipment free
packages, to full studio installation
at your location or travelling to
our permanent studio, there is a
high-quality solution to enhance
your virtual communications and
hybrid event setups.
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PACKAGE A:

Equipment free, remote meeting
management by our AV team
Our team of technicians will co-ordinate all your host and presenter’s segments
remotely and organise this as a slick show for your audience to interact with.
No need for a stage or studio - your host, speakers and presenters will simply
dial in live from their remote locations using their own online web cameras
and audio (webcam, laptop, tablets etc). All the different presenter’s remote
feeds are managed by our AV team who display all the slides, pre-recorded
video, visuals and camera feeds as a slick, co-ordinated show running to your
organised agenda….as would a face to face meeting! For those segments where
pre-recorded messages are needed, our team weave this as part of the overall
agenda and switch to those seamlessly as part of the show. This is a great and
easy way to add in keynote/guest speakers, winner’s speeches and sponsor
announcements!
Events can be hosted on your preferred platform such as:

Your guests will each dial in using a secure and password protected log in
and can interact with those parts of the meeting where you’d like questions,
comments and feedback by using our Slido software if needed.

Option Upgrades:
• Add Slido to your options to enable guest live interaction – price available on
request.
•Add Show Production and Design to ensure your content is interesting,
dynamic and maintains engagement. For example, animated banners across
the bottom of the screen announcing presenters, alongside slide templates,
presenter backdrops, graphics and overlays. Contact us for suggestions!
• Add professional remote studio and/or recording video equipment and
technicians at some/all of your presenter’s locations. Contact us for details and
a specific location-based quotation.

Or also as part of your own company website!

Package A: from £2,600 plus VAT
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PACKAGE B:

Existing Studio in our
permanent location

A mid-price range option is for your presenters to travel to our permanent
studio. All equipment is already built into this location where all secure parking,
green rooms, cleaning protocols and hand sanitizer stations are part of the
standard Covid-secure venue requirements.
This is managed in exactly the same way as a remote Studio package with all
content seamlessly knitted together by our team and broadcast online for your
audiences to watch.

Option Upgrades:
• Add Slido to your options to enable guest
live interaction – price available on request.
• Add Show Production and Design to ensure
your content is interesting, dynamic and
maintains engagement. For example, animated
banners across the bottom of the screen
announcing presenters, alongside slide templates,
presenter backdrops, graphics and overlays. Contact us
for suggestions!

Package B: from £7,500 plus VAT
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PACKAGE C:

Full remote studio in
your preferred location

Using the same technical know-how, our AV team will install a remote studio
in a location of your choosing – either at your premises or in an offsite local
venue. Here your event hosts and presenters will take to the stage in a socially
distanced and secure managed manner to present to your audiences as a live
broadcast.
As usual, our AV team co-ordinate all your content, pre-recorded video, live host
and presenter segments into a seamless show for your audience to interact with
online. All AV teams wear facemasks, hand sanitizer stations are in use and teams
are temperature checked each day before leaving to be part of our event crews.
The size of studio will be built around your number of presenters, format and
the spaces available at your preferred location. We advise on every step of the
process and make sure that every detail is considered as we suggest all the
different and best options for you.
Events can be hosted on your preferred platform such as:

Your guests will each dial in using a secure and password protected log in
and can interact with those parts of the meeting where you’d like questions,
comments and feedback by using our Slido software.

Option Upgrades:
• Make your event Hybrid by adding a small live audience to watch the event
in the studio along with the remote online audience. Contact us to discuss
options for your event.
• Add Slido to your options to enable guest live interaction – price available on
request.
• Add Show Production and Design to ensure your content is interesting,
dynamic and maintains engagement. For example, animated banners across
the bottom of the screen announcing presenters, alongside slide templates,
presenter backdrops, graphics and overlays. Contact us for suggestions!

Or also as part of your own company website!

Package C: from £8,500 plus VAT
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